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our new dataroom & private
website platform.
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10 years
and counting

Saentys is in celebration mode. In ten short years, we’ve
grown from 3 people in one office to 35 people in London,
Paris, Lyon and Geneva. It’s been quite a journey; we’ve
carried out marketing campaigns in over 30 countries, seen
the market crash (and come back), and become a leading
specialist in bespoke destination marketing.
Our USP comes from four key areas: property and consumer
intelligence, creative flair, digital expertise and a focussed
client service. Through our collaboration and four-pronged
approach, clients are meeting their targets and growing their
businesses and assets. Despite the challenges that Brexit
may throw up, we’re continuing to forge ahead across Europe
and beyond; for example, we’ve tripled our German property
portfolio over the last 2 years.
Looking ahead, we’re planning new technology and services
to ensure we can continue to deliver results-driven destination
marketing for all our clients, wherever they are in the world.
Become part of the team!
Adrian and Andreas
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Let’s Trade!

News

Frankfurt is known the world over for
business and finance, so winning a pitch
to help position and lease one of its CBD
banking buildings is a feather in our cap.

A first for Lyon, Lumen is a new development that’s been
conceived and built uniquely around a single theme, light.
Lyon was the birthplace of cinema, and the city’s annual
Fête des Lumières is the world’s largest visual arts festival,
so it’s only fitting that the developer, Groupe Cardinal, is
dedicating its latest building to light in all its facets.

Fosun Group and Resolution Property have
commissioned us to rebrand and rename the
former headquarters of Dresdner Bank and
create an extensive leasing campaign for the
30,000 sq m property. We’ve come up with
the name Trade, which perfectly presents
the building as a thriving work environment
where people meet, interact, buy and sell.

Kanso’s
micro-living

Tenants of the brand new seven-storey building will range
from artists to lighting companies, researchers to innovators
– each one a pioneer in light technology and development.
Saentys has been brought onboard to create a brand story
and a leasing campaign for the building which is due for
completion in 2020.

More to come…

Visit the award-winning website: http://bit.ly/saentys3i

Open for business
Saentys Geneva has won the pitch to brand
and market a prestigious office building,
formerly occupied by JTI (Japan Tobacco
International). New owner, PSP Swiss
Property, plans to open up the Geneva
building, making it more accessible to a
wider audience.

Jumping on the trend for urban
micro-living, Kanso is a brand new 300
apartment development in Frankfurt.
This premium, full-service property features
a clever, minimalist design scheme that
maximises space, perfect for cool communal
living. The name Kanso is inspired by the
Japanese design philosophy that promotes
beauty through simplicity. Down the pipeline
we’ll be creating a full-blown sales and
marketing campaign and advising on interior
design for the whole development.
Kanso’s launch date is 2020.

Inspired by nature, we came up with the
name Kanopy; like the rainforest,
the new space will create a working
ecosystem where different businesses
can meet, exchange ideas and innovate.
As well as positioning the development,
the team will create a letting brochure,
website and brand guidelines.

Luxury
Moroccan style
Our first time in Morocco, we’ve landed
a project to brand and market a luxury
development just outside Marrakech.
With amazing views of the Atlas Mountains,
Royal Palm Marrakech is a new high-end
hotel, country club and golf course complex
with 150 luxury villas managed by
Fairmont Residences.
Over the coming months, we’ll be branding the
development and creating a range of on and
offline marketing collateral aimed at a largely
European and Middle Eastern audience.
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Lyon sees the light

Going green
A new market sector for Saentys,
we’ve been commissioned by the
Conseil Œcuménique des Eglises
(World Council of Churches) to put
together a branding and communication
campaign for its newly refurbished and
extended headquarters in Geneva. In
the development’s lush, natural setting
is a conference centre and six new
buildings combining residential, hotel,
offices and a children’s daycare centre.
Green Village ethos will be to promote
a harmonious life/work attitude,
something we’ll be bringing to life in
our branding.

SAENTYS | UNITED KINGDOM

Onboard

Introducing a smarter business
file sharing platform

STRATEGY + DIGITAL

Following the 2008 financial crisis, at Saentys we found ourselves having the same conversation
with many of our real estate investment clients: they wanted to know how to deliver a greater
return on investment while working with tighter budgets. This inspired us to create a solution that
could ultimately help deliver a faster sale for our clients – think dataroom crossed with a website
platform. The first version of our platform allowed clients to securely and privately host websites
where they could also share confidential files for due dilligence.
This was just the beginning; within a year, we’d evolved our original solution to provide clients
with full visibility on everything from who logs on and when, to what pages they were looking at
and what files they were downloading. It allowed clients to manage their website, adding and
deleting files and users, but most importantly, it allowed them to see who was most engaged in
the marketing and due diligence materials, and thus, most likely to invest.

Learn more
about Onboard:
http://bit.ly/saentys3j
What does it do?

A smarter
business
file sharing
platform
Learn more
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What’s in the box?

How’s Onboard different?

Request a demo

A seamless experience
Now, with additional years of learning and feedback behind us, we’re on the cusp of
launching the third major version of our platform, which we’re calling Onboard.
The benefits? Unlike many other dataroom platforms, Onboard doesn’t require a third
party website, it can sit within yours, with the ability to customise the interface to
match the look and feel of your website. Clients can host an entire password protected
website within Onboard with full visibility on who’s looking at what page.
Onboard has been hugely successful with clients, saving time, giving peace of mind
and helping them make smarter decisions. Now we’ve now gone one step further;
we’ve gathered all our client observations and feedback and combined it with our digital
expertise to create a third wave of the platform. Onboard features an all new interface
with refined functionality, ensuring the most in-tune user experience yet. It has huge
potential for the future. We’re already looking at developing a mobile app for reporting,
adding push notifications, adding Q&A functionality, and even allowing clients to build
low-cost DIY datarooms.
Onboard is an essential element of Saentys’ future, facilitating our business expansion
from design and digital into new product development.
Ready to go!
Have a project in mind? We’d love the opportunity to come in and show you what
Onboard can do for your business, so please drop us a note – hello@beonboard.com.
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EQT | FRANCE

Smart Parc
BRANDING + STRATEGY + PRINT + DIGITAL + ENVIRONMENTAL + INTERIOR DESIGN

The intelligent way
to do business
Ambitious businesses looking to settle in Paris have a new, must-see
location to add to their viewing diary. Offering an irresistible combination
of stunning location, advanced building technology, and excellent value
for money, Smart Parc Courbevoie is set to rival both La Défense and the
capital’s City Business District.
The development, two imaginatively refurbished 1970s office blocks just
8 km west of the city centre, is owned by the Dutch developer, EQT. The
brief to Saentys was bold and ambitious: create a name, brand positioning
and leasing campaign that would put the buildings firmly on the property
map. One of our most extensive projects to date, we came up with a
compelling blend of collateral – CGIs, signage, VR app, website, brochure
and a movie, that together, would drive home the dynamic features of this
stunning refurbishment.
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Creating a destination for
tomorrow’s business
The development has a host of innovative features such as an app that allows tenants to
control lighting and heating, keep track of employees, book meeting rooms and much more.
Shared facilities will help create an inclusive community for tenants while the surrounding
nature and proximity to good transport will facilitate an enviable work/life balance.
We came up with the name Smart Parc to appeal to a dynamic international audience
and while our main strategy was to attract new tenants, we understood the importance
of engaging with those already working there. This prompted us to create an internal
communication campaign spanning lobby graphics, a digital screen and newsletter to keep
tenants informed and excited about the refurbishment.
The property has now been successfully launched into the Paris market.
Watch this space…
Visit the website and watch the film:
http://bit.ly/saentys3a
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GL EVENTS | FRANCE

GL events
DIGITAL

It’s showtime!
When you’re one of the world’s biggest events producers
with over 35 specialisms and three business units to
promote, you need a corporate website that’s easy to
navigate so users can quickly get where they need to be.
Enter Saentys and the biggest, most challenging website
design in our 10 year history.
Founded in 1978, GL events has been a major player at
some of the world’s most popular events, everything from
the recent Olympic Winter Games in South Korea to Cannes
Film Festival and São Paolo International Motor Show. Its
business is built around three core activities: producing
events, supplying event venues, and running a large
portfolio of international exhibitions of their own. With such
a wide range of services, clearly and simply presenting GL
events’ multifarious activities online has been an incredibly
complex challenge.

Defining the user experience
We had just two weeks to prepare for the pitch, but our extensive research and
far-reaching proposal secured the job. The first step of the process was running
a series of UX workshops that we conducted with the client to help define
the strategy. We were able to get to know our client’s disparate audiences,
understanding what information they needed, and eventually, illustrating the ‘user
journey’ that took them to that information. With this thorough grounding we
were then able to refine our original pitch proposal with an ergonomic sitemap
and wireframe.
In terms of design, we’ve created a cleaner, fresher, open design that
brings to life the prestige and excitement of GL events’ activities with inspiring
visuals. The brand new GL events website will be up and running by the time this
issue goes to print!
Visit the new website: http://bit.ly/saentys3b
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HOMSPHERE | SWITZERLAND

Homsphere
FULL CAMPAIGN

The house of
the future

One of the latest innovations in ecological residential design,
Homsphere is being hailed as the house of tomorrow. Able
to generate all its electricity via solar panels with no carbon
emissions, the house combines high-performance materials,
the best energy efficiency, and an easy-to-use app enabling
owners to control their utilities and see energy usage at the
touch of a button. It even comes complete with an electric car!
Our Geneva team is delighted to have received the brief to
brand this inspiring project. We’ve created the company’s
identity, promotional literature and website. Key to the
success of the communications campaign has been our
ability to position the branding in such a way that it’s not
dominated by the building’s technology and ecological
stories but rather its human-centric and economic aspects.
It’s early days but Homsphere has already sold six of its new
houses off-plan. Construction starts late 2018.

Visit the website and watch the film:
http://bit.ly/saentys3c
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VILLE DE LAUSANNE | SWITZERLAND

Lausanne Tourism
BRANDING + STRATEGY + PRINT + DIGITAL

Pulling in the tourists
Situated on Lake Geneva, and Switzerland’s second largest city,
Lausanne’s main claim to fame is that it’s home to the International Olympic
Committee. Built on three hills, the city is extremely picturesque with
an old town, Gothic cathedral and pretty waterfront area. It might boast
a stunning location but the city doesn’t quite have the kudos of its more
famous cousins, Geneva and Zurich.
Saentys Geneva is working to redress that balance. Working in partnership
with Lausanne Tourisme, our team was briefed to create a contemporary
brand that appeals to the widest possible audience: international and national
tourists, locals, business and the media. Our creative solution was to bring out
the vibrancy of the city, putting it on the map on an equal footing with Geneva
and Zurich. The new Lausanne brand will appear on everything from ads and
promotions to signage, merchandising and digital marketing.

saentys.com

ALLEN & OVERY | UNITED KINGDOM

10 Bishops Square
FULL LEASING CAMPAIGN

OLD STREET

SHOREDITCH

Capitalising on
London’s new hotspot

When Foster & Partners completed its 11-storey ‘groundscraper’ at London’s
BIC
Spitalfields Market, it already had a single tenant in place, the renowned lawBARfirm,
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Allen & Overy. Ten Bishop Square was breathtaking in both scale and ambition.
With a gym, squash courts, the city’s biggest conference theatre, and even a GP
surgery, this was an office development like no other. The firm is now planning to
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Our marketing brief presented a unique set of challenges. Firstly, as a pre-let
building, Ten Bishop Square was virtually unknown to the capital’s property market,
so whatever we did, it had to land with a bang. Secondly, with Allen & Overy
the primary tenant, there was a need to create inclusive marketing collateral that
would help new tenants feel included and be able to visualise their presence in
the building. Thirdly, with large areas of space becoming available over a period
ST
of three years, our
campaign
had to have longevity.
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What’s on in Spitalfields?
Our marketing solution capitalises on the building’s unique location,
above the buslting Spitalfields Market. One of London’s hottest hotspots,
Spitalfields is a place where art and craft meets fashion and food, where
tourists and office workers rub shoulders in an eclectic mix of boutiques,
food stalls and artists’ galleries.
The Saentys team has created a brochure, and a website that, unlike
many other property websites, is constantly changing in tune with what’s
happening in Spitalfields and its surrounding area. Pulling in live content
from Instagram, weather updates and the extensive calendar of events
taking place at Spitalfields, the site cleverly blends destination and lifestyle
with development news to keep both the website fresh and the upcoming
availability top of mind.
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Visit the website to see What’s On at Spitalfields!
http://bit.ly/saentys3d

LONDON AND ORIENTAL | UNITED KINGDOM

Buckingham Green
FULL LEASING CAMPAIGN

Victoria celebrates
exquisite craftmanship
Victoria, SW1 has been in a constant state of redevelopment for several years but one building
is bucking the current design trend for steel and glass.
Buckingham Green is a new 240,000 sq ft mixed-use development by London & Oriental
that reimagines a previously neglected corner of St James’s. Designed by award-winning
architect, Fletcher Priest, the development brings together a refurbished tower and two brand
new buildings. Upper floors are a combination of office and residential space while on the
ground-level artisan eateries and boutiques will create an oasis for people living and working in
the neighbourhood.
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Quality all
the way

What gives the development its wow factor is the superior
materials and superb craftsmanship that pay homage to
the richness and texture of the nearby historic context.
Handmade red bricks from Charnwood in Leicestershire,
Statuario marble from Carrara in Italy, and a complex curved
aluminium trellis created by fabricators in Switzerland are just
three of the stand out materials featured in the scheme.
The Saentys team was brought on board to create a brand
personality for the development, one that would capture
and celebrate the sheer quality of the development. We’ve
created a distinctive ‘less is more’ look and feel for the
brand, a beautifully fluid website, an elegant hoarding to
communicate with the neighbourhood during building work,
and a technical pack. Buckingham Green is now open
for business, and we’re gearing up for the next stage of the
campaign. Watch this space!
Visit the website to see more: http://bit.ly/saentys3e
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VINCI | FRANCE

To Lyon
STRATEGY + ADVERTISING + DIGITAL + PRINT

The Lyon roars
When one of France’s leading property developers teams up
with France’s ambitious second city, exciting things are bound
to happen.
The city of Lyon is on a mission – to rebrand itself as a
European metropolis. Now, thanks to an 80,000 sq m real
estate complex in the Part-Dieu district of the city, that
mission is coming to fruition.
Developers, Vinci Immobilier called upon Saentys to help
bring this dynamic project to life. Scheduled to complete
in 2022, we’ve created an integrated marketing and
communication campaign, targeting the building’s future
users and those impacted by it.
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Future space
Branded as the office of the future, To – Lyon will be a focal point for
tomorrow’s city, an emblem of its European outlook, welcoming business
from all over the world. For us, the first stage of the project has been
to release a teaser video announcing the project’s name, brand and vision,
which we launched at MIPIM 2017. We’ll keep everyone posted as the
project progresses…

Watch the film:
http://bit.ly/saentys3f
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VICTORY ADVISORS | UNITED KINGDOM

ICON REAL ESTATE | NETHERLANDS

Victory Advisors

Icon Real Estate

BRANDING + DIGITAL

DIGITAL

V for Victory

The cream of
Benelux

When Victory Advisors, the privately-held London-based investment
and advisory firm, decided to revamp its digital presence, it came
to Saentys. We’ve worked with Victory for over eight years now
(see Icon Real Estate) but this was a particularly challenging brief.
With a text-heavy website, how could we capture a website visitor’s
attention and make the content easily-digestible? Knowing that we
had to convey an established, reputable and refined brand image,
we created a simple and elegant website based on a typographical
concept. Hierarchical content and animated text ensures the
information can be digested in manageable pieces, encouraging
the visitor to stay – and read more.

It’s always great when the success of one job leads
directly to a new opportunity. Icon Real Estate is
owned by Victory Advisors, one of our most established
clients. Our project history with Icon has primarily been
marketing its property assets. This job however, was to
work on the Icon brand itself, an exciting opportunity
for the team.
We were asked to create a new website to reflect
the company’s vision and positioning as a premium
developer and asset manager. As a market-leading,
tenant-focused real estate company, Icon operates
a portfolio of prime properties and urban business
locations throughout Benelux.

And the award goes to…..
Recently launched, the website is receiving recognition across
the digital world; we’ve been honoured with a design award
by One Page Love, a leading showcase of one-page websites,
received a STAR recognition from CSS Winner, and a Special
Kudos honour from CSS Design Awards.
The website has also been awarded an honourable mention
by the coveted AWWWARDS which recognise the talent
and effort of the best web designers, developers and agencies
in the world. Well done team!

Visit the award-winning website:
bit.ly/saentys3g

Clarity, simplicity, style
To modernise Icon’s online presence, the Saentys team
created a subtle, elegant new layout to reflect the company’s
design ethic; its workspaces provide clarity and maximise
creativity. We also chose to feature large format images of
Icon’s upscale interiors to convey a sense of sophistication
and glamour.
With its bold imagery and simple yet elegant design, Icon’s
new website has successfully aligned its online presence with
its market position as a distinguished company at the apex of
European real estate development.
Visit the Icon website: http://bit.ly/saentys3h
saentys.com

ALTAREA COGEDIM | FRANCE

Perspectives Magazine
BRANDING + PRINT

Saentys has moved!
Home

68 Leonard Street

Come visit us
in our new home!

Shopping news
If you’re in the world of shopping centres and you want to catch up on
one of France’s leading owner/developers, there’s a new publication hot
off the press.
Perspectives magazine is the house magazine for Altarea Cogedim
which operates 41 shopping centres across France, Italy and Spain.
The Magazine comes out twice a year to coincide with the SIEC
(Sustainable Industries Education Centre) and MAPIC (international
real estate) award shows. It’s a great opportunity for Altarea Cogedim
to showcase its various European projects, and, at the same time,
promote its brand further afield. Our brief was to redesign the magazine
to better reflect the group’s brand look and feel. Our Paris team has
created a clean, elegant layout that effectively communicates (in French
and English) the company’s offering through lively feature articles and
case studies. The latest issue came out in October 2018. And soon, a
brand new digital edition...
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Discover more about our team

Paris in the house

French touch

Herding new biz

Marie Le Gohebel

Thibaut Devaux

James Shepherd
Account Director

Finance Manager

After 8 years at JLL as Property
Marketing Manager, Marie joins
Saentys! Her marketing and
real estate expertise will help
take Paris to a whole new level.

Our talented new Digital Producer,
Thibaut, will allow us to further
deliver our award winning digital
services in our core English &
French speaking markets.

Coming from a luxury marketing
background, James brings years of
know-how and business acumen to our
UK Accounts team and is spearheading
our Royal Palm Marrakech project.

Quotes, invoices, POs, PNLs,
creditors, debtors, multi-currency,
taxes, VAT, reporting,
accounting, TrafficLive...
she knows it all!

Director Paris

Digtal Producer

Madame Abacus
Julia Longo
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